


A Message from Illinois Attorney General
Lisa Madigan

I am pleased to introduce my 2008 Play It Safe Shopping Guide.  This

Guide contains information on every children's product recalled from

January 1, 2008, through December 31, 2008.  While 2007 was dubbed the

"Year of the Recall," 2008 has been a time of tremendous change in the area

of product safety, from increased consumer awareness to the passage of

stronger and more effective federal legislation. 

While these changes are very encouraging, parents and caregivers will always need to

remain vigilant about product recalls. Since January 2008, hundreds of toys, cribs, chil-

dren's clothing and other items—amounting to more than 18 million individual units—

were recalled because they pose a danger to children. This Guide provides a photograph

and short description of each of these products.  It is my hope that you will use the Guide

to ensure that the purchases you make and the gifts you receive this year are safe.

I have also included information on the dangers associated with lead. In 2008, more than 60

children's products, totaling more than 6 million individual units, were recalled due to

unsafe levels of lead.  Lead is also commonly found in homes older than 1978, the year that

lead paint was officially banned by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.

As you may know, lead is a dangerous substance that can make it harder for your child to

learn and can have devastating effects on behavior.  Unfortunately, a child with lead poi-

soning may not have any obvious symptoms.  Once lead is present in a child's system, the

damage may be irreversible, making prevention to exposure critically important.  

In my efforts to protect Illinois children from lead poisoning, I worked with the Illinois

Legislature to pass Senate Bill 2860, which requires certain children’s products to have a

lead warning statement label if the product has even small amounts of lead. I am pleased to

announce that this bill was signed into law on December 23, 2008.

I hope that you find this Guide useful as you purchase children's products. In addition, if

there is any chance that your child has been exposed to lead, talk to your physician about

checking your child's blood lead level immediately. In particular, parents and caregivers of

children who live in high risk zip codes (see the Resources section for more information)

should be speaking with their doctor and getting blood lead level tests early and often.

If you have any questions or concerns about a recall, lead poisoning or any other similar

issue, please call the Attorney General's Product Recall Hotline at 1-888-414-7678 

(TTY: 1-800-964-3013).

Lisa Madigan

Attorney General
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Do You Want More Information 

on These Important Recalls?

1. Sign Up For Safety! You can sign up for e-mail notification of all recalled products

at www.recalls.gov.

2. Check All Recalled Products, Anytime. Visit the Consumer Product Safety

Commission's Web site for a complete list of recalled products at www.cpsc.gov.

3. Have Questions? Noticed a recalled product being sold in stores or on the 
secondhand market? Call the Attorney General's Product Recall Hotline at 

1-888-414-7678 (TTY: 1-800-964-3013) or e-mail us at recalls@atg.state.il.us if you 

have questions or see a recalled product for sale.

Help Keep Dangerous Products Off the 

Secondhand Market

Attorney General Lisa Madigan's Watchdogs are a group of volunteers who work with the

Attorney General's office to monitor Craigslist and eBay postings in their communities for

recalled products. These volunteers may also visit their local resale shops, garage sales and 

yard sales to check for recalled products being sold unknowingly. To join Madigan's 

Watchdogs, e-mail watchdogs@atg.state.il.us.
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Toy Wagons Recalled on January 3, 2008.

The surface paint on the wagon bucket contains

high amounts of lead. This recall includes the red

metal wagon, Model # MH1250. The wagons were

sold at Tractor Supply Company stores nationwide

from September 2002 through November 2007.

Coin Banks Recalled on January 10, 2008.

The surface paint on the coin banks contains high

amounts of lead.  The coin banks were provided as

a free gift to Coastal Federal Credit Union mem-

bers in North Carolina from February 2006 through

September 2007.

Toys
The following is a list of toy recalls issued between 

January 1, 2008, and December 31, 2008.

Toy Wrestler Figures Recalled
on January 15, 2008.

The surface paint on the figures

contains high amounts of lead.

The toys were sold at dollar stores

and discount stores nationwide

from January 2007 through

December 2007.
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Tic Tac Turtle Toss Mats Recalled on 
January 16, 2008.

The paint on the 50-inch vinyl and polyester play

mats contains high amounts of lead. The mats were

sold in Discount School Supply Catalogs and on the

company's Web site from June 2007 through

September 2007.

Hanging Photo Frames Recalled on 
January 16, 2008.

The surface paint on the photo frames contains high

amounts of lead.  This recall includes 4-inch by 6-

inch hanging picture frames. The frames were sold

at Babies "R" Us stores nationwide from April 2007

through November 2007.

"My First Kenmore" Play Stoves Recalled on
January 17, 2008.

A metal bracket connecting the door to the stove

can cause the product to tip over when the door is

opened. The CPSC received one report of the prod-

uct tipping over resulting in bruises to a child.  The

toy was sold at Sears and Kmart stores nationwide

from September 2007 through November 2007.
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Cranium Cadoo Board Games Recalled on January 17, 2008.

The surface paint on the die contains high amounts of lead.  Only Cranium Cadoo board

games with Lot Numbers from 2007195 to 2007244 are included in the recall.  The games

were sold at Fred Meyer, Kmart, Shopko, Wal-Mart and specialty game stores nationwide

from October 2007 through January 2008.

Toy Racing Cars Recalled on January 23, 2008.

The surface paint on the remote control operated

toy cars contains high amounts of lead. The cars

were sold at retail dollar and discount stores nation-

wide from October 2007 through November 2007.
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Battat Magnabild Magnetic Building Systems Recalled on January 23, 2008.

Tiny, powerful magnets inside the building pieces can fall out.  Magnets found by young

children can be swallowed or aspirated.  If more than one magnet is swallowed, the mag-

nets can attract to each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be

fatal if not treated immediately. This recall involves the 293-piece (Item # BB1502H) and

the 180-piece (Item # BB1431H) Magnabild Magnetic Building System sets. The item

number is found on a hang tag attached to the set. The building systems were sold at vari-

ous retail stores nationwide and online from 2005 through 2007.

Education Assessment Blocks Recalled on
January 24, 2008.

The surface paint on the green wooden blocks con-

tains high amounts of lead. The blocks are part of the

ESI-R Screening Materials, which are educational

tools used by schools to assess young children. The

item pictured was imported by RR Donnelley of

Chicago, Illinois, and distributed by Pearson Learning

Group and Pearson Early Learning.  Pearson distributes to schools, examiners and educa-

tors nationwide via sales representatives, catalogs and online at www.pearsonschool.com

and www.pearsonlearning.com.  The items were sold from January 2003 through November

2007.
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Big Wooden Learning Blocks and Jumbo Wooden Train Set Recalled on 
January 24, 2008.

The surface paint on some of the toys contains high amounts of lead.  The toys were sold

at Christmas Tree Shops located in the Northwest and Mid-Atlantic regions from October

2006 through November 2007.

Baby Einstein Baby Neptune Soothing Seascape Crib Toys Recalled on 
January 31, 2008.

The anchors that hold the straps to the back of the turtle can detach, posing a choking haz-

ard to young children. Model # 30858 is printed on the label on the leg of the turtle. Only

crib toys manufactured in October 2007 with date code BJ7 printed on the back of the bat-

tery compartment are included in the recall. The crib toy was sold at discount department

stores and by online retailers nationwide from November 2007 through January 2008.
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Reading and Math Aids Imported by RR
Donnelley of Chicago, Illinois Recalled on
January 31, 2008.

The surface paint on the classroom aids contains high

amounts of lead.  The items were sold by SRA of

Columbus, Ohio; Glencoe of Columbus, Ohio; and

Wright Group of Chicago, Illinois.  The items were

sold to schools nationwide from July 2003 through

October 2007.
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Toy Gardening Hand Rakes Recalled on
February 5, 2008.

The paint on the gardening tool hand rake con-

tains high amounts of lead. The rakes were sold at

various home improvement and toy stores nation-

wide from June 2007 through November 2007.

Sketchbooks Recalled on February 6, 2008.

The paint on the sketchbooks' colored spiral metal bindings contains high amounts of lead.

The sketchbooks were sold at specialty and gift stores nationwide from September 2005

through January 2008.
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West Music Egg-Shaker Toy Instruments Recalled on February 7, 2008.

The end cap can detach from the egg shaker allowing the small beads to spill out, posing a

choking and aspiration hazard to young children. The toy was sold at West Music stores in

Iowa and Illinois, through the West Music catalog, online at www.westmusic.com, and at

West Music exhibit booths nationwide from October 2006 through December 2007.

Remote Controlled Helicopter Toys Recalled on February 12, 2008.

The rechargeable battery contained inside the helicopter can catch fire during charging,

igniting the helicopter and nearby combustible materials.  This poses a burn or fire hazard

to consumers. The toys were sold at sporting goods stores and other retailers nationwide

from May 2007 through December 2007.
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Cinderella Battery-Powered Toy Cars Recalled on February 19, 2008.

The wires under the hood of the car and/or in the battery compartment under the seat can

short circuit, posing a fire and burn hazard to children riding in the car. The toy cars were

sold at Wal-Mart stores nationwide from August 2005 through February 2006.

Family Dollar "Fun 'n' Safe" Magnetic
Dart Boards Recalled on February 22,
2008.

Tiny, powerful magnets at the ends of the darts

can detach.  Magnets found by young children

can be swallowed or aspirated.  If more than

one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can

attract to each other and cause intestinal perfo-

ration or blockage, which can be fatal if not

treated immediately. "Made in China" is

embossed on the back of the board. The dart

boards were sold at Family Dollar stores

nationwide from January 2001 through January

2008.
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Memory Testing Cards Recalled on February 22, 2008. 

The surface paint on the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test Symbolic Memory Cards

contains high amounts of lead. The cards were sold by Riverside Publishing Company of

Rolling Meadows, Illinois, to testing facilities and administrators nationwide from January

2003 through November 2007.
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Infantino Infant Rattles Recalled on March 5, 2008.

The tail piece on the Infantino Lamb Grabby Rattles can detach, posing a choking hazard

to young children. Only rattles with date code 0907 printed on the back of the left ear of

the lamb are included in the recall. The date code is printed in a dial format with the year

in the middle of a circle and an arrow pointing to the number on the circle that indicates

the month. The rattles were sold at Wal-Mart, Babies "R" Us, and specialty stores from

September 2007 through February 2008.

Toy Airplanes, Cars, and Motorcycles Recalled on
March 12, 2008.

The paint on the X Force Commander Toy Airplanes

and Super Famous Toy Cars and Motorcycles contains

high amounts of lead.  The toys were sold at dollar stores

from September 2006 through November 2007.
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Play Wonder Toy Sundae Sets Recalled on 
March 13, 2008.

The wooden cherries on top of the sundae set can

detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The

sundae sets were told at Target stores from December

2006 through December 2007.

Battat Magnabild Magnetic Building Toys and Sets Recalled on March 13, 2008.

Small magnets inside the building pieces can fall out and be swallowed or aspirated by

young children.  If more than one magnet is swallowed, they can attract to each other and

cause intestinal perforations or blockages, which can be fatal if not treated immediately.

This recall includes the 108-piece (Item # BB1439H, found on the hang tag) and the 68-

piece (Item # BAT-34, found on the box) Magnabild Magnetic Building System sets. The

toys were sold at various retailers and online from July 2005 through February 2008.
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More Than One Million Mega Brands MagnaMan Magnetic Toy Figures Recalled
on March 17, 2008.

Small magnets inside the figures can detach and be swallowed or aspirated by young chil-

dren.  If more than one magnet is swallowed, they can attract to each other and cause intes-

tinal perforations or blockages, which can be fatal if not treated immediately.  The figures

come in either a "Futuristic Warrior" or "Ancient Warrior" theme.  The toys were sold at

Wal-Mart, Target, Toys "R" Us, Kmart and other toy stores from January 2005 through

December 2007.
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Wire Bound Journals and Calendars Recalled on March 18, 2008.

The paint on the metal spiral bindings of the journals and calendars contains high amounts

of lead.  "Galison" or "Mudpuppy" and the ISBN # is printed on the back cover.  The jour-

nals and calendars were sold at specialty and gift stores and online from August 2003

through December 2007. 

More Than One Million Mega Brands Magtastick and Magnetix Jr. Pre-School
Magnetic Toys Recalled on March 17, 2008.

The magnets in the small flexible parts of the animals, vehicles, and building sets that

allow the parts to connect to large, colored metal balls can detach and fall out. The magnets

can be swallowed or aspirated by young children.  If more than one magnet is swallowed,

they can attract to each other and cause intestinal perforations or blockages, which can be

fatal if not treated immediately. The toys were sold at Wal-Mart, Target, Toys "R" Us,

Kmart and other toy stores from January 2005 through December 2007.
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Toy Puzzle Vehicle Sets Recalled on March 20, 2008.

The surface paint on the 16-piece Puzzle Track Play sets, also known as the Battery

Operated Puzzle Vehicle sets, contains high amounts of lead. The sets were sold on QVC

televised programs, online at the QVC Web site, via the toll-free number and in the studio

store from September 2002 through December 2007.

Easter Egg Containers and Spinning Egg Tops
Recalled on March 21, 2008.

The paint on Hobby Lobby Camouflage Easter Egg

Treat Containers and Easter Spinning Egg Tops

contains high amounts of lead. The containers and

tops were sold at Hobby Lobby stores from January

2008 through March 2008. 

Toy Penguins Recalled on March 25, 2008.

The head of the penguin toy can detach exposing

connectors with sharp points, posing a laceration

hazard. The toy penguins were sold at specialty toy

stores and online from May 2007 through February

2008.  
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Ring Toss Game Recalled on March 26, 2008.

The paint on the yellow peg of the Educational Insights Ring Toss Game contains high

amounts of lead. The Ring Toss Game was sold at school supply stores nationwide from

December 2007 through February 2008.  

Avon Plush Warming Polar Bears Recalled on
March 27, 2008.

The bear comes with a buckwheat filled pouch that

can be heated in the microwave and inserted in the

bear's belly.  The pouch can overheat and ignite,

posing a burn and fire hazard.  "Avon Products" is

printed on a white tag sewn onto the bear. The toys

were sold by Avon independent sales representa-

tives and online at the Avon Web site from July 2007

through February 2008.  
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Rock ‘N Ride Plush Rocker Toys Recalled on March 27, 2008.

The base of the rocker can become unstable and allow the rocker to tip forward or

backward, posing a fall hazard to children. This recall involves Rock 'N Ride plush

rocker toys sold in eight models: brown pony; pink pony; pink unicorn; deluxe pony;

deluxe bull; lil' penguin; lil' propeller plane; and Clifford big red rocker.  Rockers

included in this recall have a date code from July 26, 2007, through December 29, 2007.

The date codes are printed on a sticker inside the battery compartment. The rocker

was sold at Wal-Mart, Toys "R" Us, Kmart, Target, Atwoods, and Pamida stores and

online from September 2007 through March 2008.

Base of the Rocker
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"Main Street Drag" Sunglasses Recalled on April 3, 2008.

The paint in the orange lettering on the temples of the sunglasses contains high amounts

of lead. Style # DI25K7116 is printed on the left temple. The sunglasses were sold at

Payless, Walgreen's, Academy Sports, and CVS stores nationwide from October 2007

through March 2008.

Imaginarium Activity Centers Recalled on April 3, 2008.

The Imaginarium Multi-Sided Activity Centers and Jungle Activity Centers contain small

parts that can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. The activity centers were

sold at Toys "R" Us stores nationwide, and online at www.toyrus.com, from August 2007

through February 2008.
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Cuddly Cousins Plush Insect Toys
Recalled on April 7, 2008.

The recalled plush insect toys contain small

parts that can detach, posing a choking hazard

to young children. The recalled plush insect

toys come in six designs: lady bug; bumble

bee; caterpillar; snail; and two butterflies.

Covered items include those with product #

903995, UPC Code 6 39277 03995 8, and date

code 71. The toys were sold at Dollar Tree,

Dollar Bill$, Dollar Express, Greenbacks,

Only One $1, and Deal$ stores nationwide

from March 2007 through December 2007.

Fun 'N Games Magnetic Dart Boards
Recalled on April 8, 2008.

Small magnets at the ends of the darts can

detach.  Magnets found by young children

can be swallowed or aspirated.  If more than

one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can

attract to each other and cause intestinal per-

forations or blockages, which can be fatal if

not treated immediately.  The dart boards

were sold at Family Dollar stores nationwide

from September 2002 through March 2008.
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Little Builder Children's Board Book Sets with Toys Recalled on April 8, 2008.

The cylinder on the toy concrete mixer and the tailgate on the toy dump truck can detach,

posing a choking hazard to young children. This recall includes Little Builder Children's

Board Book sets with ISBN # 1-49373-215-9. The sets were sold at Wal-Mart, Levy Home

Entertainment, Lion Sales of NW Brunswick, Farris Wholesale Outlet, Crane Book Sales,

Ingram Book Company, BPDI Corp., Books A Million and Christmas Tree Shops nation-

wide, and online at www.amazon.com and www.barnes&noble.com from August 2007

through February 2008.
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Interchange Robot Toys Recalled on April 9, 2008.

Surface paints on the toys contain high amounts of lead. The toys were sold at dollar stores

nationwide from October 2007 through December 2007.

Hillbilly Teeth Recalled on April 10,
2008.

The gray surface paint on the teeth con-

tains high amounts of lead. The teeth

were sold at grocery, drug, convenience

and mass retailers nationwide from March

2005 through March 2008.
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Michaels Stores Seasonal Writing Pens Recalled on April 10, 2008.

The pens' surface coating contains high amounts of lead. The recalled pens include the

Flower Writer, Christmas Writer, Easter Writer and Spooky Writer.  The pens were sold at

Michaels retail stores nationwide from August 2007 through March 2008.
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Lithium-Polymer Battery Chargers Used with Toy Helicopter Kit Recalled on
April 14, 2008.

The lithium-polymer batteries sold with the AT600 Falcon Helicopter kit can ignite while

charging, posing a fire hazard to consumers.  One consumer received serious burns to his

hands when the battery ignited.  The recall also includes any spare battery (Model #

AT600B) or spare charger (Model # ATS6046) purchased for this kit. The chargers and bat-

teries were sold online at www.hobby-lobby.com from April 2006 through July 2007.

Western Rider Push Toys Recalled on
April 16, 2008.

The surface paint on the gloves, shirt,

and pants of the rider toy contains high

amounts of lead. The toys were sold at

retail dollar and discount stores nation-

wide from February 2005 through

February 2008.
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Tumble Tower Infant Baby Rattles Recalled on
May 15, 2008.

The blue plastic end caps of the rattles can break,
causing small pieces to spill out, and posing a
choking hazard. The rattles were sold nationwide
at gift and specialty stores, through mail order cat-
alogs, and online from September 2007 through
April 2008. 

Battery Operated Cowboy on Horse Toys
Recalled on May 20, 2008.

The surface paint on the shoes and pants of the
cowboys contains high amounts of lead.  The toys
were sold at retail discount and dollar stores
nationwide from April 2007 through January 2008.
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Basic Beat Shaker Guiro Instruments
Recalled on May 22, 2008.

The surface paint on the instruments con-
tains high amounts of lead. The instruments
were sold at West Music stores in Iowa and
Illinois, and nationwide through the West
Music and Music Together catalogs, online
at www.westmusic.com and www.musicto-
gether.com, and at West Music booths at
conventions and workshops from
November 2001 through March 2008. 

More Than 2 Million Units of United Scientific Magnets Recalled on May 22, 2008.

The surface paint on the magnets contains high amounts of lead.  The magnets were sold nation-
wide by independent distributors to schools from October 1996 to September 2007.
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Disney Tinker Bell Wand Recalled on 
May 22, 2008.

The paint on the pearl beads in the flowers of the
wands contains high amounts of lead. The wands
were sold nationwide at Disney stores from April
2007 through October 2007.

Sure Grip Paint Brushes Recalled on May 22, 2008.

The surface paint on the handles of the yellow paint brushes contains high amounts of lead.
The paint brushes were sold nationwide by Early Childhood Resource distributors, including
teacher supply stores, from May 2007 through December 2007. 
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Floppy Friends Horse Toys Recalled on May 22, 2008.

The surface paint on the horses contains high amounts of
lead. The horses were sold nationwide at hobby stores, gas
stations, gift shops and toy stores from February 2008
through April 2008.

American Scientific Magnets
Recalled on May 22, 2008.

The surface paint on the magnets
contains high amounts of lead. This
recall includes horseshoe, rectangu-
lar bar, ring-shaped and U-shaped
magnets sold primarily to schools
for use in science classes. The mag-
nets have red and blue paint on the
surface of the magnet. The magnets
were sold nationwide by independ-
ent distributors from October 2006
through February 2008.  
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A Million Little Tikes Chit 'N Chat Toy Cell Phones Recalled on May 28, 2008.

The hinge cover on the toy can detach, posing a choking hazard.  The CPSC has received one
report of a child beginning to choke on the small part.  The toy phones are multi-colored and
have a sticker on the back with Model # KSL4010 (sold separately) or KSL8032, KSL8033, or
KSL8051 (sold with other items) imprinted on it. "Designed and Licensed by Kids Station Toys
International Ltd." is printed on the back of the toy phones. The recalled phones were sold
nationwide at department stores, juvenile product stores, and drug stores from June 2006
through March 2008. 
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Remote Controlled Helicopters Recalled on May 29, 2008.

The rechargeable battery in the "Sky Champion" wireless indoor helicopter can catch fire, caus-
ing the helicopter and nearby combustible materials to ignite. "BH26047" is printed on the tail
of the helicopter. The helicopters were sold nationwide at Walgreens stores from June 2007
through November 2007. 
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eStyle Mini Chef Complete Toy Kitchens
Recalled on June 5, 2008.

The four pegs supporting the oven shelf and four
pegs supporting the refrigerator shelf can pull out
of the wood, posing a choking hazard to children.
The toy kitchen unit can also tip over, posing a
risk of serious injury to children.  The toy kitchen
was sold at Babystyle stores nationwide and at
babystyle.com from October 2007 through
November 2007.

Animal Tracking Explorer Kits Recalled on 
June 5, 2008.

The powder in the kit marked “plaster of paris” is
actually calcium hydroxide, posing a risk of skin
and eye irritation to children using the product. The
kit was sold online at www.mindwareonline.com
and in MindWare’s catalog from September 2007
through December 2007.
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"Thunder Wolf" Remote Controlled Indoor Helicopters Recalled on June 26, 2008.

The rechargeable battery inside the helicopter can overheat.  This can result in the helicopter's
body melting, posing a fire or burn risk to consumers.  "TW0996" is printed on the tail of the
helicopter.  Only helicopters that do not have the "Made in China" stamp on the underside of the
toy are subject to the recall.  The toys were sold at retail stores nationwide from June 2007
through December 2007. 

Redcat Racing FM Remote Controlled Vehicles Recalled on July 1, 2008.

The remote control unit can lose its signal, causing the toy vehicle to lose control, posing a risk
of injury to the user or bystanders.  The following models are included in the recall:  the
Hurricane XP and the Hurricane XP Pro, the Avalanche XP, the Monsoon XP and the Tsunami
Ultrawide.  The vehicles were sold at authorized dealers nationwide from March 2007 through
April 2008.
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Sky Scrambler and The Sharper Image Wireless Indoor Helicopters Recalled on July 24,
2008.

The rechargeable lithium ion battery inside the helicopters can overheat, catch fire, and ignite
nearby combustibles, posing fire and burn hazards to consumers.  The Sky Scrambler helicopter
has BH26047 printed on the tail.  The Sharper Image helicopter has "The Sharper Image" print-
ed on the tail.  The helicopters were sold by mass merchandisers, department stores, drug stores,
and other retail stores nationwide, and online from July 2007 through May 2008.

Bright Starts Ring Rattles Recalled on July 24, 2008.

The tip of the bee rattle's antenna can detach, posing a
choking hazard to small children. Model # 8534 and
Date Code PA8 are printed on a sewn-in label on the
bee's head. The rattles were sold by toy stores, mass
merchandisers, and other retail stores nationwide from
January 2008 through June 2008.

Sharper ImageSky Scrambler
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Classic Horseshoe Magnets Recalled on July 24, 2008.

The plastic coating on the magnets contains high amounts of lead.  The
horseshoes are 6 inches tall and have a red plastic coating on the handle
end.  Each foot of the magnets has an engraved "S" or an engraved "N."
The magnets were sold at specialty retail stores and by educational supply
distributors nationwide from March 2003 through April 2008.

Pacific Science Magnets Recalled on July 24, 2008.

The paint on the magnets contains high amounts of lead.  The recall includes the large and
small U-shaped magnets, the large and miniature bar magnets, the magnet sets which
include a compass, and the magnet needle sets.  The magnets were sold by distributors
nationwide who sold the magnets to educational institutions, including colleges, high
schools and middle schools, from April 2000 through February 2008.
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Earthentree Wooden Toys and Rattles Recalled on July 29, 2008.

The recalled toys contain small parts or can break into small parts, posing a choking hazard.
Some of the toys also have a string longer than 12 inches, posing a strangulation hazard to
young children.  The toys were sold at Earthentree's Web site, fairs, trade shows and retail stores
nationwide from December 2007 through May 2008.

Stuffed Toys Recalled on July 25, 2008.

The stuffed toy dogs contain small parts, posing a choking
hazard to young children.  A tag attached to the toy is writ-
ten in Japanese with the UPC Codes 4947678264166 or
4947678246063.  The toys were sold at Daiso retail stores
in California and Washington from October 2007 through
December 2007.
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Taggies  Strollin' Along Stroller Activity Bars
Recalled on August 26, 2008.

The shiny material on the elephant's ear on the activity
bar can detach, posing a choking hazard to young chil-
dren.  The activity bars were sold at specialty stores
nationwide and online from February 2007 through
July 2008.

Batteries Used With the Heli-Max Axe CP-L Radio
Controlled Helicopter Kits Recalled on August 19,
2008.

The rechargeable battery used in this helicopter can over-
heat and catch fire while charging, igniting nearby com-
bustible materials.  This poses a fire hazard to consumers.
The recalled battery is the Electrifly lithium-polymer bat-
tery (Part # GPMP0401) sold individually or with the hel-
icopter.  The battery was sold at hobby stores nationwide
and online from November 2007 through March 2008.

Fisher-Price Learning Pots and
Pans Recalled on August 7, 2008.

The toy is missing screws for the blue

toy pan, which can cause the plastic

cover to come loose and release small

balls, posing a choking hazard to young

children.  The Model # G6685 is locat-

ed on the bottom of the blue pan.  The

toy was sold at discount department

stores and toy stores nationwide from

October 2007 through August 2008.
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Wooden Puzzles, Infant Rattles, Pacifier Holders, and Stroller Toys Recalled on 
August 28, 2008.

The wooden rattles, pacifier holders, and stroller toys contain small parts including glued on
mirrors or prisms that can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The head of the
ladybug puzzle pieces can also pose a choking hazard.  "HABA" is printed on all the recalled
items.  The toys were sold at specialty toy stores nationwide and by specialty online retailers
from January 2002 through August 2008.
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"Protocol" Remote Controlled Mini Helicopter Toys Recalled on 
September 10, 2008.

The rechargeable battery inside the helicopter can overheat, causing the helicopter's body

to melt.  This recall includes the "Protocol" remote controlled mini helicopter toys with a

model number starting with 1442 (found on the packaging). The mini helicopter toys were

sold at retail stores nationwide from October 2007 through December 2007.
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MacGregor Folding Soccer Goals and Mitre Folding Soccer Goals Recalled on
September 16, 2008.

This product is responsible for the strangulation death of a 20-month-old child.  He was found with
his arm and neck tangled in the soccer goal net.

The fixed knot flexible openings in the soccer goal net pose a strangulation hazard to

young children. The soccer goals were sold at Wal-Mart, Ace Hardware, and sports and toy

stores nationwide from May 2002 through May 2008. 
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Wood Abacus Recalled on 
September 22, 2008.

The wooden rods on the abacus can detach, pos-

ing a choking hazard to young children. The

abacus was sold in LTD Commodities and ABC

Distributing catalogs nationwide and online from

December 2006 through February 2008.

TCB Imports Toy Police Cars Recalled on September 25, 2008.

The red paint on the toy cars contains high amounts of lead.  The toy cars were sold at dol-

lar and discount stores nationwide from May 2008 through August 2008.
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Buzz's Boatyard Toy Boats Recalled on September 30, 2008.

The paint on the recalled toy boats contains high amounts of lead.  The boats were sold

online at Buzz's Boatyard's Web site, www.buzzboats.com, from April 2007 through

November 2007.
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Lawn Dart Games Recalled on 
October 2, 2008.

The darts in the games pose a puncture hazard to

young children. Lawn darts were banned in

December 1988 to protect children from skull, face

and eye puncture wounds. The recalled lawn dart

game includes four projectiles, each consisting of a

14 3/4" bamboo shaft, four fins, and a wooden tip.

The Lawn Dart Games were sold online at

Kensington Trading Company's Web site and

Hammacher Schlemmer's Web site from March

2006 through July 2008.

Portable CD and MP3 Players Recalled on
October 7, 2008.

Surface coatings on these products contain high

amounts of lead.  The CD and MP3 players were

sold at Limited Too and Justice retail stores nation-

wide, through the Limited Too catazine (catalog),

and online at www.limitedtoo.com from May 2007

through August 2008.
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Backyard Play Systems Outdoor Playset Gliders Recalled on October 8, 2008.

Some of the gliders were shipped with assembly instructions that did not inform consumers

to tighten all lock nuts during assembly, including those attached by the manufacturer. As a

result, some lock nuts are not fully fastened during assembly, which could cause the glider

to detach, posing a fall hazard to children.  The green plastic gliders were sold as an acces-

sory to home play equipment marketed under the brand names Heartland Play Systems,

Yardline Play Systems and Backyard Play Systems.  These playsets were sold at Backyard

Buildings and More and Lowe's stores nationwide, and online at www.costco.com,

www.bettymills.com and www.backyardbuildings.com from February 2008 through July

2008.
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Nerf N-Strike Recon Blasters Recalled on October 9, 2008.

The Nerf N-Strike Recon CS6 Blaster's plunger can pull the user's skin during firing of

the toy blaster, resulting in injury to the face, neck and/or chest.  The blasters were sold at

Wal-Mart, Target, Toys "R" Us, discount stores and toy stores nationwide from November

2007 through August 2008.

Alnico Bar Magnets Recalled on October 14, 2008.

Surface paints on the Alnico 3-inch bar magnets contain high amounts of lead.  The mag-

nets were sold as Item # MG-BAR3AL online and by mail order from May 2008 through

September 2008.
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Battery Operated Toy "Speed Boats" Recalled
on October 15, 2008.

The two battery terminals can come into contact

with each other, causing the battery to overheat,

posing a burn hazard to consumers.  The toy boats

were sold at Dollar General stores nationwide from

March 2008 through July 2008.

Rage Wireless Guitars Used with the Nintendo Wii System Recalled on October 22,
2008.

A circuit board defect can cause AA batteries used in the guitar to leak if the batteries are

installed incorrectly, posing a risk of chemical burns to consumers.  The manufacturer

received one report of a burn to a consumer. The guitars were sold at mass merchandisers

and specialty retailers nationwide from June 2008 through September 2008.
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Rechargeable Batteries and Recharging Station for LeapFrog Didj Custom
Gaming System Recalled on October 24, 2008.

The rechargeable batteries included with the Recharging Station can overheat if the gam-

ing system is placed into the recharging base upside down, posing a burn hazard to con-

sumers.  The Recharging Station comes with two rechargeable batteries, an AC adapter,

and a recharging base. The recharging base is white with a green indicator light on the bot-

tom. The Recharging Station for Didj was sold as Item # 30676, which is printed on the

box and on the bottom of the recharging base.  The batteries and recharging base were sold

at department stores and toy stores nationwide and online at www.leapfrog.com, and by

other online retailers from July 2008 through October 2008.
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Casper the Friendly Ghost Halloween Mini-Figurines Recalled on October 29,
2008.

The recalled Halloween Mini-Figurines contain high amounts of lead.  The mini-figurines

were sold at gift, specialty, card and drug stores nationwide from June 2005 through

September 2008.
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Wooden Toys Imported by Earth Friendly LLC Recalled on October 30, 2008.

Small parts can detach and break from the toy, posing a choking hazard to young children.

In addition, the size of the rattle handle violates voluntary rattle standards. This recall

includes three models of wooden toys: Moee the car; Cubby the stackable bear; and the

Bell rattle. The toys were sold at toy specialty stores in Alaska, California, Colorado,

Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington from April 2008 through September 2008.

Toy Xylophones Recalled on 
November 4, 2008.

The surface paint on the toy contains high amounts of lead.

The toy was sold at Dollar Zone "Giant," Same 99 Cent

Store, and 99 Cents Mart in Texas from December 2007

through February 2008.

Mini-Televisor Toys Recalled on 
November 4, 2008.

The surface paint on the toy contains high amounts of lead.

The toy was sold online at OKK Trading's Web site,

www.okktoys.com, from July 2008 through September 2008.
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CORAL Swim 'N Score Pool Stix Recalled on November 13,
2008.

This toy is a dive stick.  Children can fall or land on dive sticks in

shallow water and suffer impalement injuries.  Eye and other facial

injuries are also possible.  The CPSC banned certain types of dives

sticks in April 2001.  The toy was sold at Modell's Sporting Goods

stores nationwide from August 1999 through October 2008.

My Little Train Classics Toy Trains
Recalled on November 13, 2008.

The toy contains small parts which can

detach, posing a choking hazard to young

children.  It was sold by various whole-

salers and retailers nationwide from March

2007 through October 2008.

Cobra Electronics Children's Two-Way Radios Recalled on November 13, 2008.

The rechargeable batteries in the radios can leak electrolyte, posing a chemical burn risk to

consumers.  The recall includes radios with Product # PR191-2VP, which can be found on

the packaging and on the label inside the battery compartment.  The "CEL" battery has

"300 mAh" printed on the battery itself.  The toy was sold at Toys "R" Us stores nationwide

from August 2008 through September 2008.
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Dive Sticks Sold at Target Recalled on November 19, 2008.

This toy is a dive stick.  Children can fall or land on dive sticks in shallow water and suffer

impalement injuries.  Eye and other facial injuries are also possible.  The CPSC banned

pre-weighted dive sticks in April 2001.  The toy was sold at Target stores nationwide from

April 2008 through August 2008.

ImagiPLAY Bead Maze Toys Recalled on November 20, 2008.

The trees on the toys can detach, exposing a metal screw.  The screw poses a laceration

hazard to young children.  The toys were sold at toy retailers nationwide from August 2008

through October 2008.
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OKK Trading Army Figures Recalled on December 3, 2008.

The surface paint on the face of the Army figures contains high amounts of lead.  The fig-

ures were sold at dollar type retailers and online at www.okktoys.com from June 2008

through September 2008.

Groovy Fashions "Sassy Jammies" Dolls
Clothing Sets Recalled on December 3,
2008.

The surface paint on the pajama pants con-

tains high amounts of lead.  The clothing sets

were sold by mail order, online and in special-

ty gift stores nationwide from January 2008

through October 2008.
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Calypso Steel Drums Recalled on
December 23, 2008.

The surface paint on the toy drums con-

tains high amounts of lead.  The drums

were sold in mail order catalogues,

online and in retail stores from

December 2006 through December

2007.

Dinosaur Epoch Toys Recalled on December 17, 2008.

The surface paint on the toy dinosaurs contains high amounts of lead.  The toys were sold

online at www.xtremetoyzone.com from May 2008 through October 2008.
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Pendants and Candle
Charms Recalled on
February 7, 2008.

The pendants and charms con-

tain high amounts of lead. The

pendants were sold separately

and on candles at gift stores

nationwide from January 2002

through November 2007.

Jewelry
The following is a list of children's jewelry recalls issued between 

January 1, 2008, and December 31, 2008.
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A Life of Faith Charm Bracelet Sets
Recalled on February 14, 2008.

The surface paint on the pearl white beads of

the bracelet contains high amounts of lead.

The bracelet sets were sold at specialty toy,

book and gift stores nationwide from October

2006 through November 2007.

Metal Necklaces Recalled on February 22, 2008.  

The necklaces contain high amounts of lead.   The cat necklace was sold at department

stores and specialty stores nationwide from January 2006 through July 2007. The heart,

heart and key, and lock and key necklaces were sold at department stores and specialty

stores nationwide from July 2007 through November 2007.
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Nintendo Lapel Pins Recalled on April 29, 2008.

The metal lapel pins contain high amounts of lead.  The pins were sold at Nintendo stores

in Redmond, Washington, and New York, New York, between April 2004 and November

2007.  The recalled lapel pins were also distributed to employees at electronics and game

stores nationwide from April 2004 through November 2007.
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Makit and Bakit Children's Jewelry Sets Recalled on May 29, 2008.

The clasps on the jewelry contain high amounts of lead. The recalled jewelry was sold in a vari-
ety of sets that contained necklace, bracelet and earring, or ring combinations.  The item num-
bers on the recalled sets are: 55256; 41671; 55106; 55100; 43131; 50083; and 50694.  The jew-
elry sets were sold nationwide at AC Moore, CVS, LTD Commodities, Marshall's, TJ Maxx,
Michaels and other toy and craft supply stores from August 2007 through March 2008. 
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Children's Jewelry Recalled on June 3, 2008.

The jewelry contains high amounts of lead.  The jewelry has UPC # 984343144040 (the neck-
lace) and 947678164466 (the bracelet) printed on the back label.  The jewelry was sold at Daiso
retail stores in Washington State from October 2007 through December 2007.

Wal-Mart "Hip Charm" Key Chains Recalled on April 18, 2008,
and Expanded on June 19, 2008.

The charms on the key chains contain high amounts of lead.  The

Illinois Attorney General received a report that one of the key chains

was found in the home of a nine-month-old child who had high blood

lead levels.  The child was observed mouthing the key chain.  The key

chains were sold at Wal-Mart stores nationwide from April 2005

through June 2008.
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"It's a Girl Thing" Bracelets, Necklaces and Phone Charms Recalled on July 3,
2008.

The jewelry contains high amounts of lead.  The jewelry was sold by various retailers

nationwide from February 2006 through June 2008.
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"Faded Glory" Lip Gloss, Locket and Bracelet Sets Recalled on July 10, 2008.

The lobster claw clasp on the bracelet contains high amounts of lead.  The sets were sold

at Wal-Mart stores nationwide from May 2008 through June 2008.

Children's Charm Craft Kits Recalled on July 10, 2008.

The clasp in the charm craft kits contains high amounts of lead.  The recall includes "Super

Dooper Charms" (Item # 63403) and "Shoelace Charms" (Item # 67310).  The kits were

sold at various retailers nationwide from July 2007 through April 2008.
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Children's Necklaces with Ballet Shoe Charms Sold with The Magical Ballet
Slippers Children's Book Recalled on July 10, 2008.

The solder on the charm of the necklace contains high amounts of lead.  The recalled

necklace was provided with the purchase of a children's book titled The Magical Ballet

Slippers, or alternatively titled Ballerina's Magical Shoes.  ISBN # 1405411449 is printed

on the back of the book.  The book was also published in Spanish and French.  The book

and necklace were sold at retail chains and independent bookstores nationwide from

January 2003 through June 2008.
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Pendants and Candle Charms Recalled on September 3, 2008.

The recalled metal pendants and charms contain high amounts of lead.  The pendants

were sold separately and on candles of various colors and scents at gift shops nationwide

from February 2004 through February 2008.

Children's Ball and Heart Necklaces
Recalled on October 7, 2008.

Surface coatings on these products contain

high amounts of lead. These necklaces

were sold at Limited Too and Justice

retail stores nationwide, through the

Limited Too catazine (catalog), and online

at www.limitedtoo.com from May 2007

through August 2008.
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Best Friends Necklace Set Sold
at Claire's Stores Recalled on
November 5, 2008.

The necklaces contain high

amounts of lead.  They were sold at

Claire's Stores nationwide from

April 2007 through August 2008.

Aloha 808 Trading Children's Jewelry Recalled on December 18, 2008.

The jewelry contains high amounts of lead.  It was sold at small retail stores and kiosks in

Honolulu, Hawaii, from April 2008 through November 2008.
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"Baby Town" Pacifiers Recalled on 
January 10, 2008.

These pacifiers fail to meet federal safety stan-

dards.  The pacifier shield is too small and could

easily enter the mouth of an infant.  Also, venti-

lation holes are too small and not placed to allow

for the insertion of a tool to remove the pacifier

when lodged in the mouth of a child.  Finally,

the package fails to display the required warning

instructing consumers not to tie a pacifier around

a child's neck, which would present a strangula-

tion hazard. The recalled pacifiers were sold in a

4-pack of assorted colors. "BabyTown" and

Model # 39864 are written on the product's

packaging. The pacifiers were sold at dollar

stores nationwide from March 2004 through

December 2007.

Tinker Bell Novelty Lamps Recalled on
January 10, 2008.

The surface paint on the lamps contains high

amounts of lead. The lamps were sold at elec-

tronic and appliance retailers nationwide, includ-

ing Lowe's, from January 2007 through October

2007.  

Cribs, Furniture & Baby Gear
The following is a list of crib, nursery furniture and baby gear recalls issued between

January 1, 2008, and December 31, 2008.



Baby Sterling Silver Teethers Recalled on January 31, 2008.

The hearts and cars on the teethers can break off, posing a choking hazard to infants. The

teethers were sold at independent infant clothing boutiques nationwide from February

2005 through September 2006.
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Children's Table and Chair Sets Recalled on February 8, 2008.

The surface paint on the children's table and chair sets contains high amounts of lead. The

sets were sold online at www.netshops.com from November 2007 through December 2007.   
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Bassettbaby Drop-Side Cribs Recalled
on February 14, 2008.

The Wendy Bellissimo Hidden Hills

Collection Drop-Side Cribs have been

recalled because the spindles on the drop-

side of the crib could loosen, creating a gap

that poses an entrapment and strangulation

hazard. This recall involves the full size,

drop-side crib from the Wendy Bellissimo

Hidden Hills collection, Model # 5446-

0504. The model number is located on the

bottom rail of the headboard. The crib was

sold in a Navajo Pine finish at Babies "R"

Us stores nationwide from November 2007

through January 2008.

Five Models of Munire Furniture Cribs Recalled on February 28, 2008.

The cribs fail to meet the federal safety standards for cribs.  The four support brackets on

the mattress support springs are too long.  The brackets prevent the spring from lowering

to the full 26 inch minimum height in its lowest position, allowing children inside to crawl

over the railing, posing a fall hazard. The recalled cribs include: Majestic Curved Top Cribs

(Model # 9500); Majestic Flat Top Cribs (Model # 9000); Essex Cribs (Model  # 7100);

Brighton/Sussex Cribs (Model #9100); and Captiva Cribs (Model #5100).  The crib model

number is printed on the white label on the bottom inside of the right side rail.  Only cribs

with manufacture dates between November 1, 2005, and November 1, 2007, are included

in the recall. The crib manufacture date is printed on either the white label near the model

number or on the white label located on the bottom of the headboard. The cribs were sold

at specialty juvenile product stores nationwide from November 2005 through November

2007.
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Spiderman Water Bottles Recalled on February 19, 2008.

The screws under the bottle's lid can come loose and fall into

the bottle, posing a choking hazard to children. The water bot-

tles were sold at Sears stores nationwide from July 2007 through

August 2007.  

Infant Sling Carriers Recalled on March 11, 2008.

The aluminum rings on the Ellaroo Ring Sling baby carrier can

bend or break, causing the fabric to slip through the rings and

infants to fall out of the carrier. The slings were sold at juvenile

product and department stores and online at

www.babiesrus.com, from June 2007 through February 2008.

Metal Water Bottles Recalled on March 25, 2008.

The surface paint on the Backyard and Beyond Metal Water Bottles contains high amounts

of lead.  The water bottles were sold at major retailers and gift, convenience, mass mer-

chandise and drug stores from February 2006 through February 2008.
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"Beco Butterfly" Infant Carriers Recalled on 
April 22, 2008.

The buckles on the shoulder straps of the Beco Baby

Butterfly Carriers can unexpectedly release tension,

causing the strap to slip through, posing a fall hazard to

the baby.  The carriers were sold at specialty retail stores

nationwide and online from January 2008 through

February 2008.

Basketball and Flower Tables Recalled on 
April 24, 2008.

The basketball and flower tables are covered in surface

paint that contains high amounts of lead. The tables

were sold by Avon Independent Sales Representatives

in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands from June

2007 through August 2007. 
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Lowe's Children's Storage Bins Recalled on May 1, 2008.

The surface paint on the storage bins contains high amounts of lead. The recalled storage

bins are pastel green (Item # 226782) and pink (Item # 226781).  The bins were sold

nationwide at Lowe's retail stores from March 2007 to February 2008.

Playworld System Swing Sets Recalled on May 6,
2008.

The clevis bearing on the swing set can wear, causing

the swing to detach and fall. The swing sets were sold

nationwide by authorized dealers to daycare centers and

children's learning centers from January 2007 through

February 2008. 
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Munchkin Deluxe Bottle and Food Warmers Recalled on May 8, 2008.

The bottle and food warmers can overheat, posing a fire hazard. This recall includes the

Munchkin Deluxe Bottle and Food Warmer with Pacifier Cleaning Basket 2-in-1 Design,

Model #13301 and Lot # TP-1487. The warmers were sold nationwide at retail stores and

through the Munchkin catalog from June 2007 to April 2008.

Bassettbaby Cribs Recalled on June 5, 2008.

The Wendy Bellissimo Hidden Hills Collection

Cribs have been recalled because the space

between the spindles on some cribs fails to meet

federal standards and can pose an  entrapment

hazard to infants.  The CPSC received one report

of a 6-month-old baby becoming wedged

between the mattress and the crib's frame.  The

recalled crib is Model # 5446-0521.  The cribs

were sold at Babies "R" Us stores nationwide

from November 2007 through February 2008.
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Simmons Kids Crib Mattresses Recalled on
June 5, 2008.

Some of the crib mattresses can measure smaller

than 27 ¼ inches wide and can create a gap

between the mattress and the crib side rails that

can pose an entrapment hazard to infants.  The

recalled mattresses include the model name

Pottery Barn Kids by Simmons Kids Lullaby sold

at Pottery Barn Kids from July 2006 through May

2008. Also recalled are mattresses with the model

names Simmons Kids Slumber Time Evening Star

Luxury Firm, Simmons Kids Baby Mattress Series

400 and Simmons Kids Baby Mattress 234 Coil

Count sold at nursery furniture retailers from July

2006 through May 2008.

Playsafe Spinning Quad Merry-Go-Rounds Recalled on June 12, 2008.

The inner bearing on the merry-go-round can fail, causing the seat to suddenly drop to the

ground, posing a fall hazard to children. The item was sold at Toys "R" Us stores nation-

wide from January 2008 through March 2008.
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Adventure Play Sets and Create N Adventure Wooden Play Sets Recalled on 
June 10, 2008.

The hangers holding the chains for the gliders can break, causing a child to fall and suffer

injuries.  The recalled swing sets include Adventure Play Sets Pathfinder Swing Set

(Model # 65008) and Conqueror Swing Set (Model # 65208) sold at Wal-Mart stores nation-

wide and online at www.walmart.com.  Also included in the recall are Create N Adventure

Wooden Play Sets Cedar Ridge Wooden Swing Set (Model # 30008) and Windsor Wooden

Swing Set (Model # 30108) sold at Toys "R" Us stores nationwide.  All the swing sets were

sold from January 2008 through May 2008.
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Playground Tire Swings Recalled on June 24, 2008.

The hanger clamp on the tire swing can fail, causing the tire swing to detach and posing a

fall hazard to young children.  The CPSC received two reports of cuts requiring stitches

and one report of a fractured foot.  The recall includes the following products and model

numbers: Kids' Choice Arch Tire Swing Sets (Model #714-852); Kids' Choice Arch Tire

Swing Extension (Model #714-852-X); and Kids' Choice Arch Tire Swing Swivel

Replacement (Model #278). The swings were sold to schools, parks and municipalities

nationwide from February 1995 through March 2008.

Stanley Furniture 2nd Nature Built to Grow Cribs Recalled on June 26, 2008.

The cribs fail to meet the federal safety standard for crib dimensions.  When the mattress

support is in the middle setting, the space between the mattress and the crib could be too

wide, posing an entrapment hazard to infants.  The recall includes full size 2nd Nature

Built to Grow Cribs with Model # 353-14-220.  The cribs were sold at department and fur-

niture stores from March 2006 through December 2007.  
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Approximately 320,000 Jardine Cribs Recalled on June 24, 2008.

The wooden crib slats and spindles can break, creating a gap that poses an entrapment and

strangulation hazard to infants.  The CPSC received four reports of entrapments in the

space created by a broken slat or spindle.  Two of the children had abrasions and bruising.

Recalled Jardine cribs include the following model numbers, which can be found printed

on the inside of the bottom rail of the headboard or footboard:

Model # Description First Sold

BC-23 Drop Side Blue Spindle Crib 8/2004

BC-36B Drop Side Light Blue Spindle Crib 8/2005

BC-36G Drop Side Sage Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-36P Drop Side Pink Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-007 Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 1/2002

BC-010 Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 1/2002

BC-010C Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 11/2003

BC-010HP Windsor Drop Side Oak/Honey Pine Crib 11/2003

BC-010W Hilton Drop Side White Full Panel Crib 7/2002

BC-017 Windsor Drop Side Dark Pine Single Crib 1/2002

BC-107C Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 3/2005

BC-107CR Windsor Cherry Single Sleigh Crib 4/2007

BC-110C Berkley Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110HP Windsor Drop Side Honey Pine/Honey Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110W Berkley Drop Side White Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

DA617BC Wicker 3-in-1 White Crib 1/2002

DA620BC Haven 3-in-1 Oak/Dark Pine Crib 5/2002

DA770BC 4-in-1 White Convertible Crib 1/2004

DV730N Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2003

DV730W White Lifetime Crib 8/2003

DV830-N Natural Lifetime Crib 11/2004

DV830-W White Lifetime Crib 11/2004

0113B00 Drop Side Natural Spindle Crib 7/2006

0113K00 Drop Side Mahogany Spindle Crib 6/2006

0303B00 Berkley Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2005

0303C00 Berkley White Lifetime Crib 8/2005

0303G00 Berkley Cherry Lifetime Crib 5/2005

0309K00 Positano Mahogany Lifetime Crib 4/2006
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The cribs were sold at KidsWorld, Geoffrey Stores, Toys "R" Us, and Babies "R" Us stores

nationwide and online at www.babiesrus.com from January 2002 through May 2008 for

between $150 and $300.  One model, 0309K00 Mahogany Positano Lifetime Crib, retailed

for $450.  If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  Contact Jardine at 1-

800-646-4106 or visit www.jardinecribrecall.com to receive a full credit toward the purchase

of a new crib.

Bayside Furnishings LaJolla Boat Bed and Pirates of the Caribbean Twin Trundle
Beds Recalled on July 3, 2008.

This product is responsible for the death of a 22-month-old boy.  He strangled when the lid of the toy
chest on the LaJolla Boat Bed fell on the back of his head.

The lid supports on the toys chests, attached to the beds as a footboard, fail to prevent the

lid from closing too quickly, posing an entrapment and strangulation hazard to young chil-

dren.  The beds were sold at Costco and furniture retail stores nationwide and online at

www.costco.com from January 2006 through May 2008.
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It’s My Binky Personalized Pacifiers Recalled on July 22, 2008.

The pacifier button, ring handle and shield with nipple can detach, posing a choking haz-

ard to infants.  The recalled pacifiers have "Japlo" imprinted on the front of the pacifier

shield at the bottom center.  The pacifiers were sold at Nordstrom and baby boutique retail

stores nationwide and online at www.itsmybinky.com from February 2006 through June

2008.

Mother Hubbard Cupboards Cribs Recalled on August 5, 2008.

The cribs fail to meet the federal safety standard.  The distance between the mattress sup-

port bracket in the lowest position and the top of the side rail in the highest position is less

than the required 26 inches, posing a fall hazard to children who can climb over the railing.

The recall includes the following models of full-size cribs:  the "Enchantment" (Model #

210); the "Hush a Bye" (Model # 215); the "Once Upon a Time" (Model # 320); and the

"Rock a Bye" (Model # 1900-350).  Only date codes from 0306 through 0308 are included in

the recall.  The model number and date code are printed on the label located on the bot-

tom inside of the right side. The cribs were sold at juvenile product stores from March

2006 through March 2008.
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Baby Appleseed Davenport Cribs Recalled on August 5, 2008.

The cribs fail to meet the federal safety standard.  They have a two mattress support sys-

tem—a metal one and a wooden one.  The distance between the secondary mattress sup-

port in the lowest position and the top of the side rail in the highest position is less than

the required 26 inches, posing a fall hazard to children who can climb over the railing.  The

recall includes crib models that begin with the model number 273-xxxx-xxxx and have

manufacture dates on or before August 2007 printed on a label located on the right side of

the lower inner panel of the crib.  Newer Davenport cribs with model numbers 244-xxxx-

xxxx that have one mattress support are not included in the recall.  The cribs were sold at

specialty juvenile product stores nationwide from December 2006 through September

2007.

Phil & Teds Strollers Recalled on
August 28, 2008.

The strollers' hinge locking mecha-

nism poses a laceration hazard to the

user folding and unfolding the

strollers.  The recall covers the Phil

& Teds e3 Single Buggy, the e3 Twin

Buggy and the Sport v1 Single Buggy

Strollers.  The strollers were sold at

baby furniture and baby products

stores nationwide from August 2003

through August 2008.  
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Approximately 900,000 Simplicity, Graco and Winnie the Pooh 3-in-1 and 4-in-1
Bassinets Recalled on August 28, 2008, and Expanded on September 11, 2008, and
September 25, 2008.

This product is responsible for the suffocation deaths of two babies.

The fabric on one side of the recalled bassinets is attached with Velcro.  The fabric is

removable on that side, which allows someone to use the bassinet in the co-sleeping posi-

tion.  This creates a dangerous gap between the mattress and the lower supporting bar that

a child can slip through and suffocate.  Recalled bassinets include the following model

numbers, which can be found on a label on the bottom of the mattress support:

The bassinets were sold during 2001 through 2008 at Wal-Mart, Toys "R" Us, Babies "R"

Us, Kmart, Burlington Coat Factory (Baby Depot), Big Lots!, Target, JC Penney, AAFES,

Amazon.com, Bed Bath and Beyond, One Step Ahead, CSN Stores, Fingerhut Direct

Marketing, Kohl's, Shopko, USA Baby, Buy Buy Baby Garden City, Frogs and Lily Pads,

Sweet Pea Décor and Value City. 

If you have one of these bassinets, stop using it immediately.  You can return this bassinet

for a full store credit or refund.  The Illinois Attorney General's Office may be able to

determine where you purchased it.  We can also help to make sure that you receive the full

store credit or refund to which you are entitled.  Please call our Product Recall Hotline at

1-888-414-7678 (TTY: 1-800-964-3013) or e-mail us at recalls@atg.state.il.us with questions

or concerns.

Modified Model Recalled Model

3000 3010 3011
3012 3013 3014
3015 3016 3017
3020 3025 3026
3027 3030 3040
3045 3046 3047
3050 3060 3070
3111 3112 3122

343-8363 343-8399 5730
5750 8393 9250

TD2500
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Yayita Baby Hammocks Recalled on 
August 29, 2008.

The hammock can flip over, posing a serious fall and

strangulation hazard to infants who can become

trapped in the seat's restraint straps while upside

down.  "La Siesta" is printed on a tag located below

the restraint straps.  Model # YABP-1 is printed on a

white tag sewn into the hammock's side seam.  The

hammock was sold in FlagHouse Inc.'s catalog, and

online at www.flaghouse.com, and at BJ Wholesale

Club's Web site at www.bjs.com, from September

2007 through August 2008.  

Optave Inc. Action Baby Carriers Recalled on
September 3, 2008.

The baby carrier's chest strap can detach from the

shoulder straps, posing a fall hazard to the baby.

The carriers were sold at specialty retail stores

nationwide and online from May 2008 through

June 2008.
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Pottery Barn Children's Metal Water Bottles Recalled on September 16, 2008.

The sip top on the water bottles can pull off, posing a choking hazard to young children.

These water bottles were sold at Pottery Barn Kids' stores nationwide, Pottery Barn Kids'

catalog, and online at www.potterybarnkids.com from January 2007 through August 2008.

Harry Potter Bookends Recalled on September 23, 2008.

The paint on the bookends contains high amounts of lead. This recall includes poly-stone

bookends painted and shaped in the characters of the Harry Potter book series.  Bookend

characters include Harry Potter, Hedwig and Hermione, and Crookshank. The bookends

were sold at elementary school fundraising programs, discount and dollar stores nationwide

from June 2004 through January 2006.
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Approximately 600,000 Simplicity Cribs Recalled on September 17, 2008.

The drop-side can come off its tracks and detach.  This creates a dangerous gap between

the crib slats and the mattress.  Infants and small children can be trapped in the gap and

suffocate.  Recalled cribs include those with a model number found in Step #1 and a manu-

facturer code that ends in one of the combinations found in Step #2.  Both numbers can be

found on an envelope attached to the mattress support rails, or on a label attached to the

interior side of the headboard.  Only cribs with the model number and the manufacturer

code listed below are covered by the recall.

Step #1 - Recalled Model Numbers  Step #2  - Recalled Manufacturer Codes

Some of the recalled cribs have a model name listed below.  However, the model number is

the only way to definitively tell if your crib is recalled:

• Aspen • Crib-N-Changer Combo

• Gabrielle • Camille

• Providence • Shenandoah

The cribs were sold at department stores, children's stores and mass merchandisers nation-

wide from January 2005 through August 2008 for between $150 and $300.  Retailers

include Target, Wal-Mart, Babies "R" Us, Burlington Coat Factory (Baby Depot), K's

Merchandise, Meijer, Nebraska Furniture Mart, Shopko and AAFES.

If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  You can return this crib for a full

store credit or refund.  The Illinois Attorney General's Office may be able to determine

where you purchased it.  We can also help to make sure that you receive the full store cred-

it or refund to which you are entitled.  Please call our Product Recall Hotline at 

1-888-414-7678 (TTY: 1-800-964-3013) or e-mail us at recalls@atg.state.il.us with questions

or concerns.

Your Simplicity crib may be subject to recalls not included in this Guide.  Please call us for

more information.

8620 8745 8748

8755 8756 8778

8810 8994

05DH 06DH 07DH

05GB 06GB 07GB
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Baby Walkers Recalled on October 16, 2008.

The walkers violate the baby walker voluntary

standard and can fit through a standard doorway

and are not designed to stop at the edge of a

step. Babies using these walkers can be seriously

injured or killed. The recalled walkers were sold

for babies 6 months and older. "My Way Corp" is

printed on a sticker on the front of the walker.

The walkers were sold at independent discount

stores in Puerto Rico from November 2004

through March 2008.

Playkids U.S.A. Convertible Cribs Recalled October 16, 2008.

This product is responsible for the death of a 5-month-old infant who became trapped between the
mattress and the stationary side rail of the convertible crib and suffocated.

The sides of the convertible crib are made of a mesh that expands, creating a gap between

the mattress and the side through which an infant can slip. This poses suffocation and

entrapment hazards for young children.  This recall includes the Playkids U.S.A. convert-

ible crib/playpen/bassinet/bed with Model # PLK-909. "Playkids U.S.A." can be found on

the packaging and on a label sewn into the side of the crib. The model number can be

found on the packaging. The convertible cribs have a drop-side rail, a stationary side rail, a

canopy assembly, and a bassinet. The sides of the convertible crib, the mattress support,

the bassinet, the canopy and the bedskirt are covered in fabric and mesh. The fabric and

the mesh come in a variety of colors and patterns. These cribs were sold at juvenile prod-

uct retailers in New York from March 2007 through September 2008.
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Approximately 600,000 Delta Enterprise Drop-Side Cribs Recalled on October 21,
2008.

This product is responsible for the death of one child.  

The drop side of the crib can detach if the "spring peg" is defective.  The pegs are located

in the base of each leg.  A defective peg can cause the drop side to detach and can create a

dangerous gap between the crib slats and the mattress.  Infants and small children can be

trapped in the gap and suffocate.  The recalled cribs have the following features, which are

listed on a label that is affixed to the top of the mattress support board:

1.  Made in China.

2.  Manufactured prior to 2006.

3.  Have one of the model numbers listed in the chart below:

The cribs were sold by major retailers nationwide from January 2000 through January 2007

for between $33 and $200.  If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  Call

Delta at 1-800-816-5304 or visit www.cribrecallcenter.com to receive a free repair kit.  

4340 4343 4520
4600 4620 4624
4625 4629 4660
4665 4720 4750
4751 4850 4855
4857 4880 4920

4925-2 4925-2B 4925-6
4980 8605
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Approximately 985,000 Delta Enterprise Drop-Side Cribs Recalled on October 21,
2008.

This product is responsible for the death of one child.  

The drop side of the crib can detach if the "safety peg" is defective or missing.  The
pegs are located in the base of each leg.  If they are defective or missing, the drop
side can detach and can create a dangerous gap between the crib slats and the mat-
tress.  Infants and small children can be trapped in the gap and suffocate.  

The recalled cribs have the following features, which are listed on a label that is
affixed to the top of the mattress support board:

1.  Made in Taiwan or Indonesia.
2.  Manufactured from 1995 through December 2005, except for Model Number 

4624, which was manufactured in 2007.
3.  Have one of the model numbers listed in the chart below:

The cribs were sold by major retailers, including

Wal-Mart, Kmart and online at www.target.com

from January 1995 through September 2007 for

about $100.  If you have one of these cribs, you

should stop using it immediately.  Call Delta at 1-

800-816-5304 or visit www.cribrecallcenter.com to

receive a free repair kit.  

4320 4340 4500
4520 4530 4532
4540 4542 4550
4551 4580 4600
4620 4624* 4640
4660 4720 4735
4742 4750** 4760
4770 4780 4790
4820 4840 4850
4860 4880 4890
4892 4900 4910
4920 4925-2 4925-6
4930 4940 4943
4944 4947 4948
4949 4950 4958
4963 4968 4969
4980

*Production dates 01/06 to 11/07.

**Production dates 01/95 to 12/00.
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Phil and Teds Dash Buggy Strollers
Recalled on December 17, 2008.

The frame handle could fail to latch prop-

erly and break, posing a fall hazard to

young children.  The strollers were sold at

various independent juvenile specialty

stores and online from July 2008 through

September 2008.

12 Models of Munire "Newport Rubbed
Black" Cribs and Matching Furniture
Recalled on December 23, 2008.

The red paint underneath the black finish

on the cribs and matching furniture con-

tains high amounts of lead.  Approximately

3,000 cribs and 6,000 matching furniture

pieces are included in the recall.  Munire

received one report of a child ingesting

paint who was later diagnosed with lead

poisoning.  The cribs and furniture were

sold at specialty furniture stores nationwide

from April 2006 through November 2008.
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95,000 Evenflo Majestic High Chairs Recalled on December 18, 2008.

Plastic caps and metal screws on both sides of the high chair can loosen and fall out, which

causes the seatback to suddenly fall back or detach from the high chair.  Children can fall

out or collide with objects and suffer broken bones, abrasions, cuts and bruises.  

Evenflo received 140 reports of seatbacks reclining, falling back and/or detaching unex-

pectedly, which resulted in 47 reports of bumps and bruises to the head, 2 reports of bro-

ken bones, and at least 45 reports of other injuries including abrasions, cuts and bruises.

Evenflo received more than 1,000 reports of plastic caps and screws falling out of high

chairs, including 7 reports of caps and screws found in children's hands or mouths that

were removed before choking occurred.  

Included in the recall are Evenflo Majestic High Chairs made before January 23, 2007 that

have the following model numbers:  3001395A; 3001583; 3001633A; 3001669; 3001700A;

3001713; 3001713A; 3001730A; 3001732; 3001732A; 3001733; 3001742; 3001742A and

3001756.  The production date and model number can be found on the white label on the

seatback.

The high chairs were sold at juvenile product and mass merchandise stores nationwide,

including Toys "R" Us, Babies "R" Us, Burlington Coat Factory, Shopko, and online at

www.walmart.com, from January 2006 through May 2007 for between $80 and $110.
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Girls' Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled on January 31, 2008.

The velour jackets have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to

children. The jackets were sold at Marshalls stores nationwide from August 2007 through

November 2007.

Clothing
The following is a list of children's clothing recalls issued between 

January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2008.
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Bonafide Love Hooded Children's Sweatshirts Recalled on February 6, 2008.

The garments have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to chil-

dren. The sweatshirts were sold at Nordstrom retail stores nationwide from November

2007 through December 2007.

Karl Kani Boys' Fleece Hoody Sweatshirts Recalled on February 13, 2008.

The garments have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to chil-

dren. The sweatshirts were sold at A&E Stores, DD Discount, Forman Mills, the Marmaxx

Groups, and Suit Mart Stores nationwide from July 2007 through October 2007.
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Girls’ Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled on March 5, 2008.

The "Red Hot Chili Steppers" and "Powder Puffs Touch League" sweatshirt jackets have a

drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children. The sweatshirts

were sold at Marshalls stores and specialty children's clothing retailers nationwide from

July 2007 through September 2007.
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Nordstrom Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on March 11, 2008.

The Micros boys' cotton jackets have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangula-

tion hazard to children. The jackets were sold at Nordstrom stores nationwide from

November 2007 through December 2007.

Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings
Recalled on March 28, 2008.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the

hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children.

The sweatshirts were sold at A.J. Wright, Bealls

Outlet, A&E Stores, and Happy Days Stores

nationwide from October 2007 through November

2007.
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Brents-Riordan Inc. Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on April 2, 2008.

The hooded sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard

to children. The sweatshirts were sold at various retail stores nationwide from July 2007

through December 2007.

Infant Santa Outfits Recalled on April 24, 2008.

The pom poms on the 2006 and 2007 outfit and the snaps on the 2007 outfit can detach,

posing a choking hazard to young children. The outfits were sold by Avon Independent

Sales Representatives in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands from August 2006 through

November 2007. 
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Daiso Rain Ponchos with Drawstrings
Recalled on May 12, 2008. 

The drawstring in the poncho's hood poses a

strangulation hazard. The ponchos were sold at

Daiso retail stores in California and Washington

State from February 2007 through November

2007. 

Squeeze Kids Girls' Corduroy Jackets with
Drawstrings Recalled on May 15, 2008.

The drawstring in the jacket's hood poses a

strangulation hazard. The jackets were sold

nationwide at TJ Maxx retail stores in January

2007. 
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Lil' Snugglers Children's Blankets Recalled on May 20, 2008.

The satin edge of the blankets can come loose, posing a strangulation hazard. The blankets

were sold nationwide at specialty stores and online from April 2005 through December

2007. 

Pirates of the Caribbean Sleeping Bags Recalled on May 22,
2008.

The surface paint on the zipper of the sleeping bags contains high

amounts of lead.  The sleeping bags were sold nationwide at

Disney retail stores from April 2007 through October 2007.
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Rawlings Batting Helmets recalled on May 27, 2008.

The surface paint on the helmets contains high amounts of lead.  The helmets were sold

nationwide at sporting goods stores from July 2007 through November 2007.

Boy's Hooded Zip Fleece
Sweatshirts Recalled on May 28,
2008.

The drawstrings in the sweatshirt

hoods pose a strangulation hazard.

The sweatshirts were sold nation-

wide at Tilly's and Bob's stores

from October 2007 through

December 2007.
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Children's Place Camouflage Pajama Sets Recalled on June 10, 2008.

The screen print on the shirt contains high amounts of lead. The pajamas were sold at The

Children's Place stores nationwide and online at www.childrensplace.com from December

2006 through January 2008.
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Sara Lynn Togs Children's Overalls Recalled on June 12, 2008.

The buttons on the shoulder straps can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.

The overalls were sold at college bookstores, fan stores, children's boutiques, and gift

shops nationwide from March 2007 through February 2008.

Nordstrom's Girls' Sandals Recalled on June 24, 2008.

The Cadence-Lea and Trio-Lea Girls' Sandals have flower

embellishments on the sandals that can detach, posing a chok-

ing hazard to young children.  The sandals were sold at

Nordstrom stores nationwide from March 2008 through May

2008.
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Children's Jackets and Hoodies with Drawstrings Recalled on June 27, 2008.

The sun block jackets and hoodies have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangula-

tion hazard to children. The hoodies were sold in Coolibar's catalog and online at

www.coolibar.com from March 2005 through April 2008 .  The jackets were sold in

Coolibar's catalog and online at www.coolibar.com from February 2008 through April 2008.
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Taggies Sleep 'n Play Infant Garments Recalled on July 1, 2008.

The snaps on these garments can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The

garments were sold at Buy Buy Baby, Dillards, Nordstrom, and other specialty stores and

online nationwide from June 2007 through May 2008.
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Request Jeans Drawstring Hoodies Recalled on August 6, 2008.

The hoodies have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children.

The hoodies were sold at mass merchandisers and at other retail stores nationwide from

January 2007 through March 2007.

BongoCheetah Girls Jackets Recalled on August 6, 2008.

The garments have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to chil-

dren.  The jackets were sold at Marshalls stores nationwide from November 2007 through

August 2008.
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Raw Blue Sportswear Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on August 6, 2008.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to chil-

dren.  The sweatshirts were sold at TJ Maxx, Mega Trends, Moonstone Shirts and MP

Trading stores nationwide from July 2007 through December 2007.
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Sun Smarties Children's Board Skirts Recalled
on August 12, 2008.

The paint on the grommets (the metal ring inserted

into a hole in the fabric to prevent the material from

fraying around the hole) of the skirts contains high

amounts of lead.  The skirts were sold online at

www.onestepahead.com from May 1, 2008, through

May 9, 2008.

Hooded Sweatshirts and Jackets Imported by Orioxi Recalled on August 28, 2008.

The sweatshirts and jackets have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation

hazard to children.  The sweatshirts and jackets were sold at "Shirt Off My Back" retail

stores in Colorado, Wyoming and Michigan from September 2005 through May 2008.

Girls' Sandals Recalled on October 8,
2008.

The ornamental flowers on the sandals can

detach, posing a choking hazard to young

children. The recalled girls' sandals are

leather with attached leather flowers and

were sold under the Kids Feet name. The

sandals are white or white with pink soles.

The sandals were sold in girls' sizes 5

through 12.  The shoes were sold by Rack

Room Shoes stores nationwide from

February 2008 through June 2008.
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Bonne Bell Children's Cosmetics Accessory Bags Recalled on August 29, 2008.

The metal clasps on the handle of the accessory bags contain high amounts of lead.  Almost

one million recalled items were sold at retail stores nationwide and online at Bonne Bell's

Web site from September 2007 through August 2008.
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Empress Arts Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on September 2, 2008.

The sweaters have drawstrings through the hood, posing a strangulation or entrapment haz-

ard to children.  The drawstrings can catch on playground equipment, fences or tree

branches.  The sweatshirts were sold at specialty children's stores nationwide from August

2006 through April 2008.

Circo Rosette Bobbie Socks Recalled on September 3,
2008.

The ribbon on the sock can detach, posing a choking hazard

to young children. These socks were sold at Target stores

nationwide from January 2007 through July 2008.
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Fall 2007 Carter's Kids Clothing Advisory Issued on October 24, 2008.

Some babies and infants have developed rashes on the upper back after wearing Carter's

clothing with heat-transferred, or "tag-less," labels. The garments were sold at Carter's

retail stores and department and national chain stores.
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Young Colors Children's Hooded Jackets Recalled on November
19, 2008.

The jackets have drawstrings through the hood and waist, posing a stran-

gulation and entanglement hazard to children.  The jackets were sold at

specialty children's stores nationwide from April 2004 through September

2007.

JC Penney Arizona Newborn
and Infant Denim Pants Recalled
on November 25, 2008.

The metal snap at the waist can

detach, posing a choking hazard to

infants.  The pants were sold at JC

Penney stores nationwide and online

at www.jcp.com from July 2008

through October 2008.
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Reebok-CCM Hockey Helmets Recalled on December 2, 2008.

The helmet's chinstrap can unexpectedly disengage while in use.  If this happens, the hel-

met can fall off, posing a head and neck injury risk to consumers.  The helmets were sold

at sporting goods stores nationwide and online from May 2008 through July 2008.

Meijer Toddler Girl's Hat and Mitten Sets Recalled on December 4, 2008.

Tiny, powerful magnets inside the hat can fall out.  Magnets found by young children can

be swallowed or aspirated.  If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract

to each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be fatal if not treated

immediately.  The sets were sold at Meijer stores in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and

Kentucky from August 2008 through October 2008.
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Foursquare Hooded Jackets Recalled on December 23, 2008.

The jackets have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children.

The jackets were sold at snowboard, ski and sportswear stores nationwide from June 2008

through November 2008.
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Ruff Hewn Boy's Reversible Vests Recalled on December 30, 2008.

The zipper tabs on these vests can detach, posing a choking hazard to children.  The vests

were sold at Bon-Ton, Bergner's, Boston Store, Elder-Beerman, Herberger's, Younkers,

and Carson Pirie Scott stores nationwide and Parisian in the Detroit area from July 2008

through November 2008.
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Children's Trailer Bicycles Recalled
on January 8, 2008.

The Mongoose "Alley Cat," the InStep

"Pathfinder," and the Schwinn "Run

About" children's trailer bicycles have a

coupler connecting the children's trailer

bicycle to the adult's bicycle.  The cou-

pler has welds that can fail, posing a fall

hazard to children.  There has been one

report of a coupler failing, resulting in a

fall and abrasions to the rider. The recall

includes Model Numbers 12-PF250, 13-

SC250, 13-SC350 and M5101. The model

number is located on the lower seat tube

of the frame. All three trailer bicycles

were sold at bicycle stores and retailers

nationwide from January 2007 through

August 2007.

ATVs & Bicycles
The following is a list of ATV and bicycle recalls issued between 

January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2008.
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Trek MT220 Girls' Bicycles Recalled on February 7, 2008.

The bicycle frame can break during use, causing the rider to lose control and suffer

injuries. This recall includes Trek girls' bicycles Model # MT220 and model years 2005

(light metallic blue), 2006 (metallic silver and metallic purple or pink and pearl white), and

2007 (pink and white pearl or metallic purple). The model name is printed on the frame of

the bicycle. Model year 2008 bicycles are not included in this recall. The recalled bicycles

were sold at authorized Trek dealers nationwide from April 2004 through June 2007.
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Arctic Cat Youth ATVs Recalled on June 24, 2008.

Arctic Cat is recalling 6,000 units of Model Year 2008 Arctic Cat 50cc and 90cc All-Terrain

Vehicles because the speed controller on the recalled ATVs could fail to return to the idle

position when the throttle lever is released, or the speed controller could fail to be at idle

on startup.  This could result in loss of vehicle control, which could result in serious injury

or death to the rider.  The ATVs were sold at Arctic Cat dealerships nationwide from July

2007 through June 2008.
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SunL Group SLA90 Youth All Terrain Vehicles Recalled on July 17, 2008.

The youth ATV lacks front brakes, a manual fuel shut-off, and padding to cover the sharp

edges on the handlebar assembly.  Additionally, the vehicle is sold without a tire pressure

gauge or adequate flag pole bracket.  These defects could lead to young drivers losing con-

trol of the ATVs, posing a risk of serious injuries or death.  The ATVs were sold at SunL

Group dealers nationwide and online from May 2005 through March 2007.
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Razor Dirt Quad Electric Powered Ride-On Vehicles Recalled on September 25,
2008.

The control module for the throttle can fail and cause the electric ride-on vehicle to unex-

pectedly surge forward, posing a risk of injury to the user or a bystander.  Razor has

received 60 reports of the vehicles unexpectedly surging forward, including 2 reports of

injuries. This recall includes Razor Dirt Quad electrically powered ride-on vehicles.

Product ID numbers included in the recall begin with 103110-01 or 103110-02. The prod-

uct ID numbers are located on the bar code affixed to the right step of the vehicle, on the

charger and on the retail packaging. Product ID numbers beginning with 103110-03 or later

are not included in this recall.  The ride-on vehicles were sold at authorized dealers nation-

wide from August 2006 through September 2007.

Razor PowerWing Three-Wheeled Scooters
Recalled on September 25, 2008.

The undersides of the foot platforms can have sharp

edges, posing a laceration hazard to children. Razor

has received 10 reports of Achilles tendon or ankle lac-

erations, including 4 consumers who required tendon

surgery and 3 who needed stitches.  The PowerWing

is a three-wheeled scooter, which was sold in either

black or silver. The recall includes products with serial

numbers beginning with: Y708; Y709; Y710; Y711;

Y712; Y801; Y802; Y803; Y804; Y805; Y806; Y807; and

Y808. The serial number is located on the bottom of

the scooter near the front wheel. Products with an oval

sticker next to the serial number with a "V" followed

by any letter (example VE, VF, VG, etc.) are not

included in the recall.  The scooters were sold at

authorized retailers nationwide and online from

October 2007 through September 2008.
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Can-Am Youth All-Terrain Vehicles Recalled on October 1, 2008.

If the rider is ejected and the cord strap is pulled, the shutoff switch can fail to disable the

engine. The ATV can operate uncontrolled, until the engine returns to idle, and cause a

collision with bystanders, vehicles or other objects. This poses a serious risk of injury. The

recall includes Model Year 2008-2009 Can-Am DS 90 X ATVs. The model name can be

located on the side panels. The ATV is black with yellow and orange trim.  The ATVs

were sold at authorized Can-Am dealers nationwide from August 2007 through September

2008.
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Blood Lead Testing Clinics in Illinois

Parents and caregivers who are concerned about lead poisoning should talk to their doctor

immediately or contact the Illinois Department of Public Health at 1-866-909-3572 (TTY:

1-800-547-0466).  The following is a list of public health clinics that offer free or low cost

blood lead tests.  This information is provided by the Lead Safe Housing Initiative of the

Civitas ChildLaw Center, Loyola University Chicago.

ALL KIDS (for children covered by Illinois All Kids Healthcare) 

Health Benefits and All Kids Help Line

1-866-ALL-KIDS or

1-866-255-5437

TTY: 1-877-204-1012

www.allkids.com

CHICAGO

Parents can also call the Chicago Department of Public Health at (312) 747-LEAD for

more information on where to go to have a child tested for lead. 

Englewood Health Clinic
641 W. 63rd Street

(312) 747-7831

Uptown Health Clinic
845 W. Wilson

(312) 744-1938

Roseland Health Clinic
200 E. 115th Street

(312) 747-9500

Lower West Side Health Clinic
1713 S. Ashland

(312) 746-5157

COOK COUNTY

Cook County Department of Public Health
Lead Poisoning Prevention Unit

1010 Lake Street

Oak Park, IL  60301

708) 492-2076

 www.cookcountypublichealth.org

SKOKIE

Skokie Health Department
5127 Oakton Street

Skokie, IL 60077

(847) 673-0500

www.skokie.org/health
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STICKNEY

Stickney Public Health Department
6721 W. 40th Street

Stickney,  IL 60402

(708) 788-9100

www.stickneypublichealthdistrict.org 

KANE COUNTY

Kane County Health Department
1240 N. Highland Avenue

Aurora, IL 60506

(630) 208-3801

www.kanehealth.com

KANKAKEE COUNTY

Kankakee County Health Department
2930 W. Station Street

Kankakee, IL 60901

(815) 937-3560

www.kankakeehealth.org

MACON COUNTY

Macon County Health Department
1221 E. Condit Street

Decatur, IL 62521

(217) 423-6988

www.maconcountyhealth.org

PEORIA COUNTY

Peoria County Health Department
2116 N. Sheridan Road

Peoria, IL 61604

(309) 679-6000

www.peoriacounty.org/pcchd

ROCK ISLAND COUNTY

Rock Island County Health Department
2112 25th Avenue

Rock Island, IL 61201

(309) 793-1955

www.co.rock-island.il.us/health

ST. CLAIR COUNTY

St. Clair County Health Department
19 Public Square, Suite 150

Belleville, IL 62220

(618) 233-7703

www.health.co.st-clair.il.us
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SANGAMON COUNTY

Sangamon County Public Health Clinic
2501 N. Dirksen Parkway

Springfield, IL 62702

(217) 535-3102

www.scdph.org

STEPHENSON COUNTY

Stephenson County Health Department
10 W. Linden Street

Freeport, IL 61032

(815) 235-8271

www.co.stephenson.il.us/health

VERMILION COUNTY

Vermilion County Health Department
200 S. College Street, Suite A

Danville, IL 61832

(217) 431-2662

www.vchd.org

WILL COUNTY

Will County Health Department
1106 Neal Avenue

Joliet, IL 60433

(815) 727-8670

www.willcountyhealth.org

WINNEBAGO COUNTY

Winnebago County Health Department
401 Division Street

Rockford, IL 61104

(815) 720-4000

www.wchd.org
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Adams
62301
62320
62324
62339
62346
62348
62349
62365

Alexander
62914
62988

Bond
62273

Boone
61038

Brown
62353
62375
62378

Bureau
61312
61314
61315
61322
61323
61328
61329
61330
61337
61338
61344
61345
61346
61349
61359
61361
61362
61368
61374
61376
61379

Calhoun
62006
62013
62036
62070

Carroll
61014
61051
61053
61074
61078

Cass
62611
62618
62627
62691

Champaign
61815
61816
61845
61849
61851
61852
61862
61872

Illinois Department of Public Health
Pediatric Lead Poisoning High-Risk ZIP Code Areas

Christian
62083
62510
62517
62540
62546
62555
62556
62557
62567
62570

Clark
62420
62442
62474
62477
62478

Clay
62824
62879

Clinton
62219

Coles
61931
61938
61943
62469

Cook
All Chicago
ZIP Codes
60043
60104
60153
60201
60202
60301
60302
60304
60305
60402
60406
60456
60501
60513
60534
60546
60804

Crawford
62433
62449
62451

Cumberland
62428

De Witt
61727
61735
61749
61750
61777
61778
61882

DeKalb
60111
60129
60146
60550

Douglas
61930
61941
61942

DuPage
60519

Edgar
61917
61924
61932
61933
61940
61944
61949

Edwards
62476
62806
62815
62818

Effingham
None

Fayette
62458
62880
62885

Ford
60919
60933
60936
60946
60952
60957
60959
60962
61773

Franklin
62812
62819
62822
62825
62874
62884
62891
62896
62983
62999

Fulton
61415
61427
61431
61432
61441
61477
61482
61484
61501
61519
61520
61524
61531
61542
61543
61544
61563

Gallatin
62934

Greene
62016
62027
62044
62050
62054
62078
62081
62082
62092

Grundy
60437
60474

Hamilton
62817
62828
62829
62859

Hancock
61450
62311
62313
62316
62318
62321
62330
62334
62336
62354
62367
62373
62379
62380

Hardin
62919
62982

Henderson
61418
61425
61454
61460
61469
61471
61480

Henry
61234
61235
61238
61274
61413
61419
61434
61443
61468
61490

Iroquois
60911
60912
60924
60926
60930
60931
60938
60945
60951
60953
60955
60966
60967
60968
60973

Jackson
62927
62940
62950

Jasper
62432
62434
62459
62475
62480

Jefferson
62883

Jersey
62030
62063

Jo Daviess
61028
61075
61085
61087

Johnson
62908
62923

Kane
60120
60505

Kankakee
60901
60910
60917
60954
60969

Kendall
None

Knox
61401
61410
61414
61436
61439
61458
61467
61474
61485
61489
61572

Lake
60040

La Salle
60470
60518
60531
61301
61316
61321
61325
61332
61334
61342
61348
61354
61358
61364
61370
61372

Lawrence
62439
62460
62466

Lee
60553
61006
61031
61042
61310
61318
61324
61331
61353
61378

Livingston
60420
60460
60920
60921
60929
60934
61311
61313
61333
61740
61741
61743
61769
61775

Logan
62512
62518
62519
62548
62543
62635
62643
62666
62671

Macon
62514
62521
62522
62523
62526
62537
62551

Macoupin
62009
62033
62069
62085
62088
62093
62626
62630
62640
62649
62672
62674
62685
62686
62690

Madison
62002
62048
62058
62060
62084
62090
62095

Marion
None

Marshall
61369
61377
61424
61537
61541

Mason
62617
62633
62644
62655
62664
62682

Massac
62953

McDonough
61411
61416
61420
61422
61438
61440
61470
61475
62374

McHenry
60034

McLean
61701
61720
61722
61724
61728
61730
61731
61737
61770

Menard
62642
62673
62688

Mercer
61231
61260
61263
61276
61465
61466
61476
61486

Monroe
None

Montgomery
62015
62019
62032
62049
62051
62056
62075
62077
62089
62091
62094
62538

Morgan
62601
62628
62631
62692
62695

Moultrie
61937

Ogle
61007
61030
61047
61049
61054
61064
61091

Peoria
61451
61529
61552
61602
61603
61604
61605
61606

Perry
62832
62997

Piatt
61813
61830
61839
61855
61929
61936

Pike
62312
62314
62323
62340
62343
62345
62352
62355
62356
62357
62361
62362
62363
62366
62370

Pope
None

Pulaski
62956
62963
62964
62976
62992

Putnam
61336
61340
61363

Randolph
62217
62242
62272

Richland
62419
62425

Rock Island
61201
61236
61239
61259
61265
61279

St. Clair
62201
62203
62204
62205
62220
62289

Saline
62930
62946

Sangamon
62625
62689
62703

Schuyler
61452
62319
62344
62624
62639

Scott
62621
62663
62694

Shelby
62438
62534
62553

Stark
61421
61426
61449
61479
61483
61491

Stephenson
61018
61032
61039
61044
61050
61060
61062
61067
61089

Tazewell
61539
61564
61721
61734

Union
62905
62906
62920
62926

Vermilion
60932
60942
60960
60963
61810
61831
61832
61833
61844
61848
61857
61865
61870
61876
61883

Wabash
62410
62852
62863

Warren
61412
61417
61423
61435
61447
61453
61462
61473
61478

Washington
62214
62803

Wayne
62446
62823
62843
62886

White
62820
62821
62835
62844
62887

Whiteside
61037
61243
61251
61261
61270
61277
61283

Will
60432
60433
60436

Williamson
62921
62948
62949
62951

Winnebago
61077
61101
61102
61103
61104

Woodford
61516
61545
61570
61760
61771
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Resource Guide

For more information on dangerous children's products, please consult the following

resources. 

Illinois Attorney General's Office
www.IllinoisAttorneyGeneral.gov

Recall Hotline

1-888-414-7678

TTY: 1-800-964-3013

Provides information to consumers on all product recalls.

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
All reports of injuries or incidents related to an unsafe product should be made to the

CPSC.

www.cpsc.gov

Recall Hotline

1-800-638-2772

Offers e-mail notification of new recalls. Also provides a listing of all past and present

recalls so you can check for recalled items you may already have in your home.

Illinois Department of Public Health 
www.idph.state.il.us

Provides a list of recalled children's products.

Kids in Danger
www.kidsindanger.org 

Provides a variety of information on child safety and product recalls.

Lead Safe Illinois 
www.leadsafeillinois.org

Provides information about lead poisoning and lead poisoning prevention.  Lead Safe

Illinois can direct consumers to locations that offer blood lead level testing.

Recalls.gov
www.recalls.gov  

Provides a comprehensive list of all U.S. Government recalls, including food and drug

recalls.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
www.nhtsa.dot.gov 

Provides information regarding recalled children's car seats.
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